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A symbol  is an image that represents something else.  Symbols can
represent a person, place, or thing, and can hold energy and power. 
 Tattoos are often symbolic.  They provide a way to display something
you relate to, are passionate about, or want to show or share to others
by displaying it on your body.  Symbols and their meaning are universal
and can be found in all cultures.  Different meanings can be ascribed to
the same symbol across different cultures.  This is why creating your
own book of symbols can be helpful.  The symbols that appear in your
dreams, that you are attracted to in your art making, or that keep
showing up consistently may hold special meaning for you and you
alone, and/or you may relate to meanings you find when you research
different symbols on the internet or in books. You can list all of the
meanings relevant to you under each heading in your book, listing each
symbol as it appears to you or is revealed to you under the appropriate
letter heading, making a list of your symbols in no particular order.   You
can draw an image of the symbol as you list it, or can paste in/collage a
magazine image.  I draw in my symbols and color in with watercolor or
colored pencils. If you need more pages, just reprint the letter page and
add it to your book. 
May you keep connected to the wisdom surrounding you always.  Pay
attention to the signs and symbols that show up for you to help you
walk your path with guidance. 

With Love,

Michele

Finding Meaning in Images  



Aa

 
Apple-Wholesome, farm, country life, the apple of my eye.  Original sin. 



Aa



Bb

Bay Leaf-California, Italy, Kiss the cook,  wisdom, luck, comfort, cleansing 



Bb



Cc

 

Cairn-Scottish practice of piling stones as a monument, to signify importance or as a sign of respect.  



Cc



Dd

Dagger-Overcoming hardships, Athame, cutting away of illusions, a cutting remark, portent of harm. 



Dd



Ee
Egg-Springtime, new beginnings,  fertility, nourishment, parenting,



Ee



Ff

Fairy- Seeking wisdom, magic, nature spirits, connecting to nature and the magical within oneself. 



Ff



Gg

Galaxy-The cosmos, all that is, other worlds, wide angle view of life, we re all connected.



Gg



Hh

Harp-Harmony, healing, spiriituality, Ireland, relxation, femininity, ancient womens wisdom ways.



Hh



Ii

Iceberg-Frozen feelings and emotions, lots going on under the surface, standstil:a freeze, halt or pause.



Ii



Jj

Jupiter-Creativity, success, optimism, expanding knowledge and experience.



Jj



Kk

Kite-Desire for freedom, desire for more control over life. 



Kk



Ll

Lion-Courage, strenth, wisdom, masculine energy, feminine energy.



Ll



Mm

Map-Travel, going on a journey, connection to the earth.



Mm



Nn
Net-Getting caught, trapped, harvest, forage.



Nn



Oo

Ocean-Vast, primordial, emotions, all encompassing, the unknown.



Oo



Pp

Path-Journeys, a new path, a new direction, focus, moving forward.



Pp



Qq

Queen-Strength, power, sovereignty, feminine wisdom and power.



Qq



Rr

Rainbow-Childhood, fun, play, new hope, LGBTQIA+



Rr



Ss

Snake-Life, death, rebirth, healing, medicine, deep feminine wisdom, birth of the cosmos.



Ss



Tt

Tree of Life-Connection with family and ancestors, strength, grounding, expression, creativity,
connections between the worlds.



Tt



Uu

Unicorn-Protection, magic, virtue, courage, innocence. 



Uu



Vv

Vase-Nourishment, flowing energy, faith, hope, blessing.



Vv



Ww

Water-Life, refreshment, movement and flow, emotions and the emotional life, emotional depth,
blessing and healing. 



Ww



Xx Xray-Getting to the bottom of a situation, deeper examination, structure. 



Xx



Yy

Yarn-Ancient women's wisdom, connection to the tribe, wholeness, telling a "yarn."



Yy



Zz

Zebra-Wildness, untameable, black and white, dealing with opposites in life, needing to make
money, yet also needing to follow the heart.



Zz
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